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Introduction

Sally is five years old and in perfect health. One

duy, while playing in the genetic research

laboratory where her mother works, Sally

accidentally spills all sorts of chemicals on herself.

V/hat happens as a result is devastating. Sally

finds herself instantaneously affected with a

horrible case of acne as her body experiences

adolescent transformations! Not only does Sally

now possess a new, physically mature body, but

she becomes pregnant as well! Life at Sally's

house is very hectic for a while, but nine months

later, the real problems begin. Not surprisingly,

Sally delivers a child with multiple congenital

anomalies. Now the question is, who is going to

make the medical decisions involving the welfare

of this infant?

Obviously, this simple, fictitious account is not to be taken seriously as

factually possible, but it does isolate the key factors involved in an issue. Sally's

case serves well its purpose for pointing out absurdities in the law. According to the

present law in many states, five-year-old Sally would become an emancipated minor

and be given full power of consent pertaining to the medical care of her child. In

Maryland, "A minor [a person younger than eighteen years of age] has the same

capacity as an adult to consent to medical treatment if the minor (1) is ma:ried; or (2)

is the parent of a child."l The emancipated minor doctrine was intended to provide

the independent and financially self-sufficient minor with more autonomy in decision

making; it was not intended to focus on the maturity and competency of the minor in
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evaluating medical options.2 Allowing for some variation among state laws, the

emancipated minor is financially independent, does not live at home, and makes

most of her decisions without parental guidance. Included in these decisions are

those involving her child:3 "an unmarried mother may also consent to the treatment

of her child, although the state laws differ on whether she is considered emancipated

for other purposes if she continues to live with her parents."4

Sally's case illustrates how ineffectively such laws protect the well-being of

a defective child born to a minor: the fact that a minor delivers a child does not make

her psychologically mature or competent enough to make medical decisions as a

proxy for her newborn. I will evaluate the emancipated minor principle by applying

it to cases in which minors between the ages of eleven and fourteen have given birth

to defective newborns with life-threatening but correctable anomalies and medical

decisions regarding the withholding or termination of treatment have been made.

The period between 1983 and 1984 showed an increase in the number of

births to minors under the age of fifteen. However, the overall birth rate to

teenagers between 15 and 1.9 years of age continued on a declining trend which had

started 15 years earlier. In 1970, the birth rate was 68.3/1,000;1984 revealed a

much lower rate of 50.9/1000 births. In 1975, mothers under the age of 20 gave

birth to lg%o of the infants born that year. This figure declined to 13.17o by 1984.

For mothers under 15 years of age, the birth rate was 1.1/1,000 in 1983 (9,752

births) and 1.2/1.000 in 1984 (9,965 births). There were eighteen minors under the

age of 15 who had their third child in 1984; four of them had their fourth.s That

same year, 6.77o of all the deliveries produced infants weighing less than 2500

Infants born to adolescent mothers often have low birth weights. Since low
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birth weight is usually the result of prematurity or critical illness, these infants are

frequently found in neonatal intensive care units (NICU's) across the country. "In

general, the lower the birth weight, the higher the mortality rate,1 and low birth

weight infants are also at increased risk for serious congenital defects and

impairments."8 Before 1977, a low maternal age was thought to be the cause of

negative health aspects such as toxemia and low birth weight in infants born to

adolescent mothers. That year, however, research regarding infants born to

adolescents contradicted this. It indicated that low socioeconomic status was the

indirect cause of the increased risk of adolescents having unhealthy babies. This

was because the low-income population received poor to non-existent prenatal care.9

Children of adolescent mothers also demonsnated slow or below average physical

health, academic achievement, and cognitive, social, and emotional development.l0

Independent of the cause, the statistics show that large numbers of

adolescents are giving birttr to infants that have an increased risk for complications in

their physical and mental health. Therefore, medical decisions must be made

regarding treatment for the child. Because critically ill infants are often born to

minors, the law should be re-evaluated when dealing with emancipated minors and

their newborns. Although arguably, these mothers may be competent enough to

make medical decisions for themselves, they are incompetent to make decisions in

the best interest of their infants. I will explore the application of the law in MCU's

in an effort to explain why its deficiencies had not been acknowledged prior to this

work. In addition, I will provide suggestions as to how the situation may be

handled in the future.

First, the psychological aspects of child development, adolescent

competency, and the rights of minors will be explored and employed to show the

incompetency of minors in making medical decisions for their infants. The idea of a
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proxy for the infant will then be addressed through the use of ethical reasoning in

"Baby Doe" cases and the rights of infants as potentially autonomous beings. The

opinions of medical personnel on the subject will follow, reflecting what actually

takes place through the practice of medicine in NICU's. The social situations and

environmental effects of minors in the low-income bracket will be assessed as well

in an attempt to provide guidance in handling future cases.
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The Essence of the Problem

The problem at hand is obviously the result of technological advances, for

only a few decades ago the "option" for "teating" these infants would not have been

available, and as a result, there would not have been a decision to make. The 1970's

showed incredible advances in the care of neonates. During this time, the mortality

rate within the neonatal period (first 28 days of life) was reduced by approximately

one-half, and the neonatal death rate in the U.S. declined by 247o. This was the

most significant proportional reduction in any decade since L9L5, when statistics on

the nation's birth rates were initially taken. There was only a 577o decline during the

forty years berween 1939 and 1970.11 Since I96t, the mortality rate has dropped

from 507o to 207o for high-risk infants of binh weights between 1000-1500 grams.

Live infants weighing less than 1000 grams at birth now have a 507o chance of

sun¡ival, as opposed to the less than 107o survival rate cited two decades earlier.l2

At present, however, these infants are being "saved" although their quality of life in

many cases remains difficult to predict: "medicine's increased ability to forestall

death in seriously ill newborns has magnified the already difficult task of physicians

and parents who must attempt to assess which infants will benefit from various

medical interventions, and which will not."13

In addition to improved technological capabilities stands a purely biological

reason why the issue of minors making decisions for their infants exists today.

Research indicates that the age of menarche in young adolescents has progtessively

decreased at a rate of four months every ten years.l4 In 1966, the fertility rate for

females within the 15-17 age range was 35.7/1000. For those under 14 years, it
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was 0.8/1000. By L972, the estimated figures wete 39.2 and 1.2 respectively.ls

Although there is no Íeason to suppose this trend will continue indefinitely, minors

have acquired the ability to conceive at consistently younger ages. This is why a

clear distinction must be made between biological and psychological maturity. The

former does notimply the latter.

Refening once again to Sally's case, it is evident that age and experience are

variables used in determining the competency of an individual. A five-year-old is

hardly competent enough to make decisions, yet some feel that an eleven or

fourteen-year-old might be. What, then, distinguishes Sally from a young

adolescent? A brief look at different theories on the psychological development of

the child will be beneficial in answering this question.
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The Psychological Development of the Child

Freud, Erikson, and Piaget have proposed three different theories of

psychological development in children. Freud's psychosexual theory traces this

development from infancy (oral stage) to toddlerhood (anal stage) to the preschool

period þhallic stage) during which the genitalia are the primary focus and source of

sensual pleasure. The school-age years (latency) follow and are filled with latent

sexual urges. This stage leads to adolescence which Freud terms the genital stage.

He associates adolescence with sexual exploration and development.l6

The psychosocial theory of Erikson involves the establishment of

self-identity. Erikson develops Freud's theory further by regarding the individual in

his or her environmental context. Erikson asserts that an individual cannot proceed

to the subsequent stage of development unless she has acquired the skills essential

for experiencing all of the previous stages. A child can only enter adolescence after

she has resolved the conflicts in the earlier stages of her development; only after she

has acquired basic trust, autonomy, initiative, and industry can she become an

adolescent.l7

Erikson defines adolescence as a conflict between identity and identity

diffusion. Because biological changes must be incorporated into the search for

self-identity, early adolescence often finds the minor questioning the normality of

her physical identity. Only later do questions of personal identity and identity in

relation to others and the future arise.l8 "The inability to establish a sense of who

one is personally, sexually, or vocationally, and who one wants to be in the future

results in identity diffusion."l9 An adolescent can only move on to the stage of
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young adulthood, during which the conflict occurs between intimacy and isolation,

by developing a true sense of identity. "Not until one establishes an identity can one

be truly intimate with another person. True intimacy requires an ability to move

beyond the narcissism of normal early and middle adolescence, and move toward

others in a loving fashion."2o

Piaget's cognitive theory of development focuses on the ability to think

abstractly and the progression from childhood to adolescence, from concrete to

formal operational thought. The latter includes "combinatorial logic" or the ability to

perceive and mentally arange individual pieces into various combinations to obtain

the whole. This is the ability to recognize that many numerical combinations and

mathematical operations can produce the same number. In a social sense, this rait

enables the minor to foresee the many possible outcomes of her actions. The

"second symbolic system" of language is also present in formal operational thought.

Language, which has no concrete representation, can be used to express and

evaluate abstract thought. The ability to "conceptualize the ideal" while maintaining

contact with reality is another feature of formal operational thought.2l

Elkind's interpretive reflections on Piaget reveal three major characteristics

pertaining to adolescent cognitive development: egocentricism, unrealistic

perceptions of the self as being invincible, and living life on a stage with an

imaginary, highly critical audience.22 The focus of the adolescent is entirely

self-centered, which explains the "selfish" characteristics commonly attributed to

teenagers. The reckless, irresponsible behavior characteristic of minors is not the

result of their being ill-informed; it stems from adolescents focusing entirely on

themselves - their mental, physical, and social capacities - and acquiring a false

sense of security in their own abilities. Therefore, "the 14-year-old girl who is

sexually active without using birth control does not consider pregnancy, not because
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she is uninformed, but because she believes 'It can't happen to me."'ã Finally, an

adolescent may have difficulty communicating to adults or strangers simply because

she perceives herself as being continually judged by others. It is quite logical for a

minor to feel this way, for if she is entirely self-absorbed, it naturally follows that

she woqld believe the attention of others, both critical and supportive, to be

primarily focused on her as well.z

The psychosexual, psychosocial, and cognitive development are not

intertwined. An individual can be in varying stages of each type of development

simultaneously. For clinical purposes, the entire span of adolescence has been

subdivided into early (10-14 yrs.), middle (15-16 yrs.), and late (17-20 yrs.) stages.

This paper concerns the early adolescent age goup. Early adolescence finds minors

experiencing rapid, physical changes and wondering if they ale "nomal." A young

adolescent gradually obtains independence from the family as the friendship bonds

to her peers are strengthened. The pattern of behavior, however, is very irregular

because early adolescents tend to fluctuate between the family and peers as support

groups. This produces exaggerated insecurities because the minor is disillusioned

and does not know where to turn for guidance.25

There is great variablity in the cognitive structures of individuals at this age

as well. These adolescents may occasionally exhibit formal operational thought, but

it is mainly the concrete operational type of cognition which is observed. An identity

stable enough to allow for intimate relationships with others has yet to be developed.

Although these adolescents may engage in sexual activity, it is not usually for

intimate, emotional reasons but for nonsexual ones such as approval, acceptance,

and independence.26

Middle adolescence produces an individual who has come to tenns with the

physical changes which have taken place and has accepted her reproductive capacity.
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An increasing need for independence is apparent in the middle adolescent's push for

autonomy, conflict with authority, and experimentation in testing the boundaries set

by adult figures. The identity question occupying the minor's thoughts is no longer

"Am I normal?" but "Who am I?" Formal operational thinking enables the

adolescent to perceive others as emotional beings, to think rationally about

altematives and consequences before acting, and to contemplate the future.27

The late adolescent contemplates the future even further, for "issues

concerning future education, vocation, sexuality, and individuation assume primacy

in the developmental scheme."28 The adolescent at this stage is concerned with her

role in relation to society and the future. Although the late adolescent is equipped

with adult reasoning capacities and physical makeup, she cannot experience

adulthood until personal conflicts regarding independence and identity are

resolved.29

Although the psychological theories put forth by Freud, Erikson, and Piaget

sometimes conflict, they all agree that minors between the ages of eleven and

fourteen possess qualities which render them incapable of making good decisions

pertaining to the medical welfare of their infant. Freud's early adolescent has an

"undifferentiated" sexuality, lacking a preference to either homo- or heterosexual

orientation. Erikson's young adolescent is narcissistic, since she is struggling to

find an identity, and, therefore, focuses her attentions inward. Although quite

normal, these signs may be misinterpreted by parents as selfishness. In any case,

such an egocentric view of the world would prove to be a major handicap if the

adolescent were to be a proxy for a medical decision. How can a young girl think

and reason in the best interest of another, namely her child, when she has a natural,

psychological tendency only to think immaturely and irrationally about herself?

Piaget's theory supports this conclusion as well, for his early adolescents
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are also egocentric. They have gross misconceptions of their abilities and are overly

sensitive to how others perceive them. In addition, they are primarily in a concrete

operational mode of reasoning and will have difficulty thinking about the future

consequences of their decisions. These psychosocial theories help to define four

major objectives which adolescence needs to fulfill: "(1) the acceptance of the

physical changes resulting in an adult body and reproductive capability; (2) the

attainment of independence from the family; (3) the emergence of a stable identity;

(4) the development of adult thinking patterns."3O If these goals can only be fulfilled

by experiencing a true adolescence, then it is difficult to have faith in the thinking

patterns of a minor in the midst of such traumatic transformations in her mind and

body. It is evident that the three psychological theories asserted by Freud, Erickson,

and Piaget all have one basic root in common: although they may differ on how a

child develops into an adult, they all agree that adolescents do differ from adults in

their thinking patterns and psychological maturity.

In the same manner in which adolescents differ from adults, Sally must

differ greatly from adolescents in her psychological development as well.

Adolescence is a unique period in development to be distinguished from both

childhood and adulthood. It is the period of ransition connecting the two stages, the

period during which rational competency is developed. The previously discussed

views on the psychological development of children and adolescents will help us

evaluate and understand the origins of the various positions taken by experts with

respect to child and adolescent competency.
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The Competency of Minors

Competency may be defined as the ability to function skillfully in life by

making proper decisions through the use of knowledge gained from previous

experiences.3l Commonly associated with competency are the factors of age, an

indicator of experience, and maturity, the ability to accept and evaluate past

experiences. Young children and "senile" senior citizens are often considered

incompetent to make decisions in their interest, so their autonomy is not or is no

longer respected.

Competency is a relative raiL entirely dependent upon the circumstances. A

person may be deemed fully competent for determining what she will wear or the

manner in which she will style her hair, but the same person may be totally

incompetent when the decision is whether or not to undergo an experimental medical

procedure. An even higher degree of competency is required when the decision

involves ganting permission, as a proxy, to use someone in poor medical health as

an experimental subject for a new drug. Analogous to this is the plight of an

adolescent mother who is legally obligated to make the medical decisions which will

dictate the life, or death, of her infant.

In 1979, Chief Justice'Warren E. Burger addressed a court case concerned

with confining children to institutional mental hospitals. He supported the traditional

view that only adults possessed the competency, maturity, and experience needed to

make life's self-determining decisions, medical ones included.32 Justice Wiltiam O.

Douglas, on the other hand, took the opposing position by believing that a

L4-year-old possesses a moral and intellectual matuity level which is almost
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equivalent to that of an adult.33 Many states are now willing to grant autonomous

rights to minors in areas such as contraception, abortion, and mental health care,34

Granting these rights is analogous to choosing the better of two undesirable

alternatives: if such rights are denied, increased rates in adolescent pregnancies may

result. V/ith the conception of the emancipated minor doctrine, the number of

autonomous rights given to minors has increased. This fact has sparked the research

of Lois A. V/eithorn and Susan B. Campbell.

Weithorn and Campbell have tested "for developmental differences in [child

and adolescent] competency to make informed treatment decisions."3s They

challenge the present legal attitudes concerning the inability of minors to determine

their own best interests regarding medical assistance. They work "to provide an

initial empirical analysis of the degree to which legal age standards governing

consent for and refusal of treatment are consistent with the chronological

development of the psychological skills required to render competent treatment

decisions."3ó

Weithorn and Campbell regard competency, along with willingness and

knowledge, as essential for the patient to make a legally valid decision regarding

treatment. They used the primary legal criteria employed by other researchers to

evaluate a subject's level of competency. These criteria include: (a) some sort of

expression of choice or preference regarding the options available; (b) the selection

of an option which would be in accord with the choice of any reasonable person; (c)

making the decision through rational and logical reasoning; (d) understanding the

options available and the risk-benefit ratios involved.3T One can subdivide the final

category into factual and abstract comprehension. For medical consent, the patient

or proxy must have a factual understanding of the details pertaining to each teatment
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option. The more abstract, theoretical appreciation of the options and their possible

effects is what preoccupies the law. In brief, modern torts law holds that a minor

can provide valid consent to medical procedures if she can comprehend the sitr¡ation

and evaluate the possible effects, both negative and positive, of each available

medical alternative.3s

For their work, Weithorn and Campbell selected, as their subjects, members

from specific age groups representative of the different developmental stages from

early adolescence to adulthood previously outlined in our discussion of

developmental psychology. Modern, western society generally produces

adolescents capable of formal operational thought around the transitional age of

fourteen. Consequently, V/eithorn and Campbell compared 12 male and 12 female

students in each of four age gloups (9,14,18, and2l years of age) in an attempt to

operationalize legal standards of competency.39 Inþrviewers confronted subjects

with hypothetical dilemmas involving diabetes, epilepsy, depression, and enuresis

and asked them to evaluate the treatment options available for each situation. The

resea¡chers developed and used different methods to evaluate individual subjects

according to the four criteria determining competence previously outlined.a0

Results showed that, overall, l4-year-olds performed with a level of

competence equivalent to that of adults. Members of the 9-year-old age group

demonstrated less competence than their adult counterparts with respect to the third

and fourth criteria of rational reasoning and understanding, respectively. In

contrast, they demonsffated a great level of competence in the first two standards,

showing an ability to choose an option with a reasonable outcome.4l

One difference was found in the treatment options preferred by

l4-year-olds as opposed to adults. Members of the former group were more

reluctant to select featments which would produce minor physical disfigurations
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than those of the latter. This is consistent with the narcissistic, egocentric attitudes

early adolescents exhibit and suggests that some legal definitions and tests for

competency may have to concede that competence is a relative and case-dependent

trait. Weithorn and Campbell, however, claim it is significant that l4-year-olds

demonstrated abilities equivalent to adults when it came to understanding the

information. Government tests evaluating the competency of minors are quite

similar to the ones V/eithorn and Campbell used. Although these findings are

interesting, they cannot be generalized because of the skewed subject pool used in

the research. All of the subjects were white, middle class, healthy, and highly

intelligent.a2

Weithorn goes on to assert in other works that some situations require that

the best interest of a child or adolescent can only be served by granting the minor the

autonomy to consent to or abstain from her own treatment. She also takes the

position that most school-aged children are competent enough to participate

effectively in their own medical decisions. She does grant, however, that age alone

is not a sufficient criteria for determining such levels of competency.43

some attempts at analyzing a minor's competence to consent to treatment

have been made through the psychological, cognitive development approach.

Thomas Grisso and Linda Vierling address "the cognitive and behavioral

characteristics of minors in relation to the question of competence to consent to

treaünent" using the legal definition of competency and consent, which "requires that

an individual's permission be given knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily."4

This legal definition is interpreted through psychological concepts mainly involving

cognitive abilities.

Grisso and Vierling outline three types of consent involving minors: (a)

those to be made independent of parental approval (e.g. contraception and abortion);
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(b) those which would overrule the decision of the parents; and (c) those which

involve the minor's right to be informed and permitted to participate in the medical

decision making process.45 Grisso and Vierling are mainly concerned with the first

two types of consent, which obviously require more competence than the third.

This suggests a concept of variable competence which will be later addressed. In

any case, their research supports the conclusions drawn by Weithorn and Campbell.

The conclusions forwarded confirm the traditional view that because of

insufficiencies in their psychological capabilities, children under 11 years of age

should not be allowed the right to consent independently to treamenL In contrast, it

is suggested that lS-year-olds do not differ significantly from adults in their

psychological development and capacity to make responsible, medical decisions

involving themselves. The transitional period of ages tl-L4 creates difficulty in

making valid generalizations concerning competence.46 The "development of

important cognitive abilities and perceptions of social expectations" are highly

variable between individuals, so there will be cases in which the best interest of the

minor will justify the sanctioning of autonomous rights to the minor for those

specific situations.4T In other words, each case in this age group requires individual

attention.

Both of the previously mentioned research teams portray the competency of

minors as an all or none issue where certain ages are decidely competent, or

incompetent; a transitional age group serves as a gray area in which cases must be

handled individually due to varying rates of psychological development and

maturity. If this were true, however, such theoretical reasoning would be analogous

to pregnancy! One is either pregnant or not pregnant, competent or not competent;

there is no middle ground. In contrast to this position, Willard Gaylin is a

proponent of a theory of variable competence.
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Gaylin criticizes the government's acquiescence to determine competence on

the basis of age rather than individually assessing each person's level of

competency. Although determining competency through age is more convenient, it

may not always be in the best interest of the minor involved. Competence and

maturity are traits which develop gradually. "It is easy to tell when an individual is

eighteen; it is hard to know when an individual is mature."48 According to Gaylin,

it is absurd for society to function on the condition that the minute an individual

reaches a certain age, she becomes fully competent and should be given complete

rights to decide how the country should be governed and how to take care of her

body. Eighteen-years-olds are not homogeneous with respect to their maturity,

emotional stability, intelligence, experiences, and reasoning abilities. These

differences and the inadequate manner in which the law acknowledges them force

Gaylin to explore a concept of variable competence.

Gaylin's definition of competence "refers to the legal acknowledgement by

the state of a person's capability, by the gfanting of autonomous rights."49 It is

generally accepted that competence requires consciousness. Severely ill newborns

may or may not be conscious. In either case, their incompetency is not questioned,

and according to Piaget, a child cannot generate formal operational thought during

infancy. Like unconscious adults, infants cannot think reasonably and are unable

express their thoughts. A proxy needs to be designated to make all of the medical

decisions pertaining to the health and welfare of the baby. Because the law

mandates that the mother act as proxy for her infant, it is vital that her competency be

examined.

Gaylin asserts that intelligence is another factor which affects competency.

A severely retarded person is unable to entertain the rational thoughts essential for

determining one's own best interest. The competency of moderately and minimally
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retarded individuals may depend on other factors such as the seriousness of the

implications arising from the decision and the concept of human dignity involved.

Rationality can also limit the competency of an individual. Just as a mentally

retårded individual lacks certain reasoning skills due to physiological imbalances, the

adolescent lacks them due to limitations on her psychological and moral

deveþment. An adolescent may be intelligent, but she has yet to acquire a properly

oriented conception of the world and her role within it. An ability to learn is not the

sole component of rational thought.sO An emancipated minor, who is legally

designated the sole proxy for her infant, may be intelligent but irrational, thereby

making her an inadequate proxy to decide in the best interest of her child.

Knowledge and the ability to interpret information are two other factors

which also limit competence. One cannot act rationally if one cannot objectively

understand and assess the situation at hand. Irrational behavior can stem from

insufficient knowledge of the facts pertinent to a situation. A woman who has been

informed by a close friend, whom she trusts completely, that oral contraceptive are

most effective when taken every other day may do so and become pregnant. It is not

her intention to become pregnant; she is merely acting out of bad judgement due to

misleading information which she neglected to confirm. Limits on perception and

the ability to interpret facts reasonably may also cause a person not to act in accord

with her intentions. Psychological phobias cause irrational behavior because they

modify the individual's perception of the world. A person suffering from

agorophobia may take extreme action in order to avoid open spaces which are, in

actuality, harmless. In cases such as these, limitations should be placed on the

individual's autonomy with respect to certain matters in order to protect her until her

irrational phobia can be irradicated.Sl

Most adolescents also have limitations on the factual information they can
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understand and interpret. Because they are deficient in their moral and psychological

development, adolescents possess impaired perceptions of the world very similar to

those of persons with psychological phobias. We have seen that, according to the

psychosexual, psychosocial, and cognitive theories of child development, the early

adolescent has a very egocentric perception of the world. Such a distorted view may

provoke irrational behavior in adolescents just as unfounded phobias do in adults.

In addition, adolescents are not factually as well-informed as their adult

counterparts. This too, as the case of the woman and her oral contraceptives

demonstrates, can lead to irrational behavior, behavior which is undesirable in

early-adolescent mothers who are independently making medical decisions for their

infants.

Experience and age are the two final factors which concern Gaylin when

discussing competency. He believes that although a minor "might be conscious,

intelligent, rational, and probably quite perceptive, the limited nature of her

experience has distorted her capacity for sound judgement."s2 A young girl's values

will diffe¡ from the values of someone who has experienced more in life. This is

evident in the reasoning behind adolescent suicide attempts: being romantically

disillusioned, receiving poor grades, fearing parental disapproval, or being rejected

by peers. A person who, during adolescence, overemphasizes these events may

find them trivial, later in life. In general, age reflects the amount of experiences a

person may have. It also represents intelligence, rationality, and perception.s3

Usually, "'maturity'increases with age, at least to a limited point."54 Gaylin accepts

l,oren Roth's belief that

'the search for a single [acceptable] test of

competency to make decisions about treatment ...

will never end. Getting the words just right is

only part of the problem. In practice, judgements
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of competency go beyond semantics or

straightforward applications of legal rules; such

judgements reflect social considerations and

societal biases as much as they reflect matters of

law and medicine.'S5

For this reason, Gaylin suggests that a theory of variable competence be considered

when addressing the issue of competency and autonomy in minors.

Before any type of evaluative approach can be employed, one must first

establish the limits and grounding principles against which competency can be

judged c. The government regards competency "as something with which one is

vested by society" as an indication of maturity; it is not an inherent quality.s6 Gaylin

uses another method for evaluating adolescent competency. He evaluates

competency through risk-benefit ratios. He weighs the costs and benefits to both the

individual and society in his calculations. Gaylin believes that the rights of society

may sometimes limit the individual's rights, because "a commitment to individual

liberty is meaningless if the social matrix that supports all freedom is destroyed."sT

The nature of the decision affects his risk-benefit ratio calculations as well.58

Gaylin creates four major categories to demonstrate the options and reasons

for deeming a minor competent. The first category includes situations of high risk

and low gain. A healthy adolescent wants to volunteer as a subject for the

experimental testing of a new drug. The risk to the individual is large, and the

personal gains small. Gaylin believes a minor should be granted a limited,

autonomous right to volunteer and a generous right to turn down the request until

she reaches an age of understanding. Although society could benefit significantly

from the research, the state has practically no right to require the minor to participate

in the experiment but has every right to prevent it from taking place.sg Gaylin
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believes that individual preference bears much weight when great personal risk is

involved.

The second category involves low rislc/high gain ratios. An example is the

Jehovah's Witness who refuses to consent to a blood transfusion for religious

reasons. A transfusion poses minimal risk, the gain, life, is high, and death is

imminent without the procedure. The autonomous rights to accept should be high,

whereas the right to refuse should be limited since there is little risk in having a

blood transfusion when compared to the dangers of not having one. Exceptions

should be made for patients who are terminally ill or very old and expected to die in

the near future anyway. Greater participation of the family unit in the decision

making process may prove beneficial in such cases.60

The third category is that of high risk/high gain. The benefit is life but the

risk is either life, mobility, the capacity to work, or any other handicap. Gaylin

believes that such cases should be moderately lenient in granting competency to

minors. The minor should actively participate in the discussion and play a

respectable role in determining her future.61

The final category involves low riskÄow gain ratios. Examples include

perception experiments or epidemiological studies where urine samples need to be

collected from the population. There is low risk and low gain to the subject, so the

social benefits must be taken into account. If the benefits to society are not large, the

state has no right to intervene. On the contrary, the state has a strong right to

intervene if society could benefit significantly, simply because there is minimal or no

risk to the minor. Gaylin regards refusal by the subject or her parents to cooperate

in the latter case a selfish decision made without any sense of obligation to society.

Parents may go so far as volunteer their child for experimentation in an attempt to

instill some sense of social responsibility and discipline in her.62
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In general, Gaylin believes that the amount of autonomy gfanted to a minor

will vary according to the risk/benefit ratios which each situation entails. He also

makes a distinction between the amount of competence needed to accept and to

refuse treatment. This is done by allowing more rights for a minor to accept

treatment than to refuse it or vice versa, depending on the situation. Subsequently,

Gaylin is paternalistic toward young children and does not think that limiting their

autonomy will significantly harm their development in the long run. He also

believes that there is a distinction between true competence and the amount of

competence the state is wilting to recognize.63

Although Weithorn and Campbell and Grisso and Vierling have concluded

that l4-year-olds differ little from adults in their level of competency in medical

decision making, I believe that they are still incompetent to make decisions as

proxies for their infants. 'Weithorn and Campbell's subject pool was a select group

of intelligent, white, middle class individuals. Such a background alone would bias

the conclusions formed and make them inapplicable to the situation being addressed

in this work. Many adolescent mothers come from low socio-economic

backgrounds, are poorly educated, and are not white. These mothers are raised in a

different value system and most likely would not give the same responses to the

interview questions as the mothers in Weithorn and Campbell's study did.

In addition, these researchers did note that young adolescents preferred

treatment procedures which would not disfigure the physical appearance of the

patient. This distinction alone sufficiently supports that a l4-year-old cannot

competently judge what is in the best interest of her infant. The adolescent is overly

concerned with appearances, her own as well as her child's, and is still trapped in

her narcissistic stage of psychological development. From such a perspective, she

cannot make an objective, unselfish decision for the medical care of her infant.
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I do agree with Gaylin, however, that consciousness, intelligence,

knowledge, age, experience, and the ability to exercise rational thought and interpret

factual and situational information are all factors which contribute to an individual's

overall competence. Gaylin raises a good point in considering competence as

situationally dependent. Critically ill newborns are usually cases which Gaylin

would include in his third category of high risk/high gain. The gain is life, and the

sacrifice may be life, the quality of life, or unknown. A minor making such a

decision for her own life should be granted moderately lenient autonomy since it is

her life. However, making the decision for another, totally helpless individual, is a

different situation altogether, and limited autonomy should be granted. Making

proxy decisions requires a higher degree of competency because the final decision

should not be biased by selfish reasons. I believe the autonomy of young

adolescents should be limited in order to prevent them from making potentially

harmful mistakes when they have yet to develop the necessary skills for good

decision making.

Gary Melton addresses this point further. Melton is concerned with the

psychological risks and benefîts resulting from minors being granted or denied the

power of consent. Traditionally, children have been denied the power of such

decision making for three reasons. Until now, it has been understood that children

are the "property" of their parents; it is the parents who are responsible for their

offspring. Since children are financially dependent on their parents, it is only fair

that the parents, as legally responsible providers, make all of the decisions pertaining

to their children. In addition, it has been feared that the consequences of a bad

decision made by a minor could cause gteat harm. Finally, the need to maintain an

ideal familial environment is highly valued. Permitting children to make decisions

independent of their parents' wishes could be the source of much familial
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dissention.e Such a paternalistic attitude toward minors is now being challenged,

but the challengers need to evaluate how much, if any, psychological damage will

result from making a child responsibile for deciding her own future.

Although a minor may be competent enough to make relatively minor

decisions, she may not be able to cope with the stress and added responsibility

inherent in being fully autonomous. On the other hand, an incompetent minor may

gain so much from having to make important decisions that any adverse risks are

overridden. In order for an individual to be personally autonomous, it is imperative

that she have available to her a range of alternative actions from which to choose. In

addition, the autonomous individual must have some degree of control over those in

positions of authority as well. One cannot be autonomous when living under a

dictator.65

Two types of control exist: control over an outcome and control over an

agenda. It is the latter type of control which is difficult to achieve. Anyone can

control an outcome. Even a small child can dictate the outcome of a situation, for

only she can decide whether or not to caffy out her parentts request. In an

authoritarian social system, children act morally because they fear punishment not

because they respect the autonomy of others. Therefore, allowing children to

exercise some control over their lives may prove worthwhile in the long run.66

Research has shown that children react positively to having choices

available to them in an academic setting. The quality of their work improves, and

they seem more motivated.6T Other studies, however, have shown that children are

adversely affected by the stress of having increased autonomy. Many variables

including age and the complexity of the decisions may account for these results.

A.S. Dibner has found that very intricate problems, which require sensory and

cognitive abilities that a child has yet to develop, creates ambiguous circumstances
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which the child has diffîculty interpretting. This causes anxiety because the child is

fully aware of her inability to assess the problem.6s Individual difference is another

variable which has yet to be explored. Some children may not like an abundance of

choices or being granted the right to create their own future. These minors may

prefer structured, controlled lives with an authoritarian figure who permits few or no

options. In any case, adults must become more receptive to the changing views on

child competency before the act of increasing the autonomy granted to minors can

prove beneficial.óg

Peter Blos asserts a unique attitude toward minors and how they are

perceived in western society. He believes that psychologically, an adolescent is still

a child. Physical maturity is not a good indication of psychological maturity since

the age of menarche has continually decreased throughout history. It simply does

not follow that, independent of her age, a child matures psychologically when her

body does physically. Instead of trying to decrease the lower boundaries of

adolescence and gxanting autonomous rights to minors who are incapable of being

autonomous, Blos thinks that society should focus its attention on extending the

upper limits of childhood.To

Blos makes a very crucial point in that physical maturity does not imply

psychological maturity as is often assumed by society. Minors should be given

advice when they are trying to determine the best way out of a dilemma. Adults

should set examples of responsible, moral behavior, and autonomy should be

granted gradually. Conflicting reports have been made from research involving the

psychological risks and benefits of minors and increased autonomy. This is not

surprising. I believe that competency and maturity are traits which must develop

graduatly. At any point in time, each adolescent is at a different stage on the

continuum of psychological development than her peers. The rate of maturation is
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as unique as the person herself. Therefore, Gaylin's concept of variable competence

is best suited for handling cases in the gray area between ages 1.1 and 14. One can

apply general principles and policies to the more exteme ends on the continuum in

order to avoid arbitrary and subjective abuse. This cannot be done for the

transitional period since every adolescent is maturing at a different rate.

The previously outlined attitudes involving the competency and autonomy

of minors reflects society's willingness to grant legal rights to minors. The level of

competency that the adolescent displays is the major factor one needs to consider

when sketching the consent requirements for the treatment of minors. Other factors

include the interests of the minor, her parents, her family, and society. Parents

should have their opinions heard since they are responsible for their child, and

familial privacy should be respected. Society's interests have some influence as

well, for citizens should not be forced to carry the financial and moral burden of

these medical decisions. V/hether or not all of these factors should play a role in

deciding consent cases lies beyond the scope of this text. It is evident, however,

that these factors shape the overall social attitudes concerning the rights of minors

and society's duty to protect them.71 Having previously reflected upon research

striving to prove adolescents as competent as adults in their reasoning ability, we

will now evaluate a moÍe paternalistic view of minors.
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The Rights of Minors and Society's Duty to Them

Until recently, children were not respected as autonomous individuals.

Instead, they were the dependent, primary responsibilities of their parents.

Fortunately, social attitudes toward children have slowly changed, and society now

takes more interest in its younger citizens. This concern is demonstrated by the laws

which protect children from abuse by recognizing and upholding their inalienable

human rights.

In the 1948 case of Haley v. Ohio, the Supreme Court first acknowledged

that Constitutional rights protected children as well as adults. This ruling challenged

the traditional opinion which holds that children need to be protected from

themselves because they are incompetent to judge what is in their own self-interests.

Since that time, two main positions on extending the rights of minors have emerged.

The first is a paternalistic, negative rights view, or "nurturance orientation," which

asserts that competent adults are responsible for providing children with what is

good for them. The "self-determination orientation" puts forth the positive rights

view that minors should be allowed to decide for themselves what is in their best

interest. The conflict essentially boils down to the difference between protecting

children and protecting their rights.72

V/ithin the medical context, the manner in which minors are teated depends

on how the physician perceives them. The physician's attitude, in turn, affects the

type and quality of care the minor will receive. Alexander Rosen and his colleagues

believe that "all professions have the same ethical obligation to guarantee to children

a foundation for happy and productive lives, whether it be through appropriate
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educational, psychological, medical, or dental intervention."T3 In other words, one

must keep the true objective of treatment, the welfare of the child, in perspective at

all times.Ta

Diana Baumrind takes a nurturance orientation and believes that minors

should not have many positive rights because they are still developing. As they

mature, their needs and desires for a different social status will change, and it is only

natural that children will desire more autonomy during some stages of their life than

others. Baumrind believes that minors need to be nurtured and protected because

they are much less competent than adults.75 Self-determination, according to

Baumrind, is the result of maturation; it is not "a gift bestowed by permissive

caretakers" or something which a benevolent adult can simply give a chi1d.76

Adults need to be positive role models and set examples of proper behavior

for children to follow. With direction and guidance, minors can gain independence

and develop a sense of responsibility. In order for them to grow into morally and

psychologically mature individuals, however, children must be initially dependent

upon others. Initial dependency allows minors to test the effects and limits of

different actions. According to Baumrind, children's rights activists fail to recognize

that a dependent status must preclude emancipated rights; in order to become

independent, one must first be dependent.TT Parents are obligated to care for their

children. Caution, however, must be exercised so that parents rcspect their children

as separate beings. Parents must not force their offspring to conform to the personal

standards which they have set for themselves.T8

In my opinion, it is essential that the autonomy of an adolescent be

acknowledged and respected. It is equally important, however, to respect the

autonomy and desires of the parents. In any case, there is a limit to the rights of
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biological parents, for parents cannot infringe upon the good and well-being of their

child. At birth, an infant is entirely dependent upon those around it, but it still

possesses the right, as a social being, not to be harmed by others unless there is a

compensating benefit. Take the case of an infant being taken by her parents for a

measles vaccination. One could say that the parents are making their infant suffer

the pain of the injection and risk the possibility of an allergic response. These risks,

however, are worth taking since the overriding benefits for the infant are high in

comparison.

As a child matures, she gains the knowledge and experience necessary to

know what she wants,likes, and what is in her best interest. She gains autonomy at

her own pace. Each adolescent develops at an individual rate and only acquires as

much autonomy as she is capable of handling at the time. A child should not be

blindly considered the possession of her parents since her welfare must be protected.

If parents had absolute control over their child, very little could be done to prevent

child abuse cases. Fortunately, it is the parents'duty to provide their child with

life's essentials and make sure she is educated. In addition, they must not mentally

or physically abuse her. The autonomy of the parents is respected in that they are

granted the leeway to choose how to fulfill these requirements. It is the parents who

decide which type of schooling they feel is best for their child and how they should

raise her.

I agree with Baumrind and believe that autonomy is not something which

can be graciously bestowed upon one person by another. In actuality, autonomy is a

measurement of the respect one individual has for another. Where minors are

concerned, autonomy is the amount of faith one has in a minor's ability to make

competent decisions for herself. Minors must earn their autonomy, but they cannot

earn it unless adults are able to recognize the true potential of adolescents in their
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ability to see what is in their own best interest.

Obviously, the controversial issue of whether or not minors are competent

to make decisions for themselves is still in a heated debate. Independent of the

conclusions drawn from any analysis of child competency, however, is the fact that

minors cannot be competent proxies. Even if research proves the minors in our

selected class to be competent to make decisions for themselves, it does not logically

follow that these minors are competent to make decisions as a proxy for the

well-being of another individual. Being a proxy for another individual requires

more maturity and competency than making the decision for oneself. With respect to

adolescent mothers, the infant's long-term best interest must be foremost in

everyone's mind. Of course, the action which would maintain the best interests of

the infant may be adoption, but we will only be concemed with those cases in which

the infant will remain with its biological mother. The case of "Baby Doe" is a

perfect analogy to this type of medical decision making.
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Baby Doe: In the Infantrs Best Interet

The brief and tormented life of an infant born on April 9, 1'982 in

Bloomington, Indiana with Down's Syndrome and an esophageal atresia sparked the

ethical conffoversy of "Baby Doe" cases. Originally, the concept of "Baby Doe"

involved two main groups of neonates. These were mentally handicapped infants

born with a life-threatening, but easily corrected, anomaly and newborns with neural

tube defects such as meningomyelocele (spina bifida), which could result in

pennanent damage to both the mental and physical capacity of the child. Since that

time, the conception of "Baby Doe" issues has expanded to include any defective

neonate to whom treatment is withheld or withdrawn because it is not deemed to be

in the best interest of the child.79 The "Baby Doe" situation encompasses many

controversial issues: the limitations on a right to life, the arguments for sanctity

versus quality of life, and the moral distinction between actively terminating and

passively withholding treatment. Our investigation focuses primarily on how to

choose a course of action or inaction and who should decide.

ConEoversy over the nontreatment of children results from differing

perceptions of a child's ability and right to make decisions for herself. Although an

infant is neither autonomous, competent, nor rational, it still possesses certain

inalienable rights which are guaranteed at birth. These are the negative rights which

protect the individual from being harmed by others. They set specific limits on the

extent and manner in which one person can act toward another. If these boundaries

are crossed and the subject is injured, the offender has committed a wrong. "Every

agent must claim or accept that he has rights to freedom and well-being because they
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are the necessary conditions of his action and successful action in general ... All

other moral concepts are derivatives of human rights."80 In addition, every agent

must logically accept that every other agent possesses the same universal, human

rights.81

One must respect these individual rights when dealing with defective infants

in the medical realm. Therefore, one must exercise great care when determining

who shall make the final decision regarding treatment and the infant's future.

Prospective decision-makers include the physician, the infant's grandparents, the

courts, and the hospital's ethics committee.

The physician seems to be a good candidiate because s/he is the most

informed about the infant's true medical condition and the treatment options

available. As with most alternatives, however, there are both benefits and

disadvantages. The physician's general emotional detachment from the situation is

an advantage. Because the doctor is not blinded by emotion, s/he can be more

objective than the parents when making decisions in the infant's best interest.s2 On

the other hand, the physician's professional reputation is at stake, and "losing" a

patient may damage it. As a result, s/he may adopt an "extraordinary care for

everyone" policy to blindly and aggressively feat every infant in the N.I.C.U. Such

an attitude may fail to take the infant's best interest into account. In addition, the

doctor's moral standards and beliefs may, and most likely will, differ greatly from

those of the parents. As a result, informing and advising the parents without biasing

them will be difficult if not impossible.s3 Also, the physician will never have to live

with the handicapped child and may expect too much from the family in terms of

tolerance levels and the ability to cope with any crises or complications which may

arise.84
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There are drawbacks in leaving the decision entirely to the parents as well.

Parents are too personally and emotionally tied to the fate of their child. Such

emotional instability can interfere with their competence to make informed consent

decisions. Difficulties in leaving the decision to the parents ate accentuated if the

father cannot be identified, if he has conveniently made himself unavailable, or if the

mother is a minor. Independent of age or maturity, emotional ties can prevent

parents from seeing what is actually in the best interest of their infant. Parents "may

be emotionally and cognitively exhausted, they may have understandable worries

about money, the stability of their marriage, the effects on siblings, and the impact

on their lives as they had hoped. All of these factors make good decision making

difficult for parents of endangered newborns."8s

It is the parents, however, who are responsible for their infant's well-being.

Parental actions toward their child are not questioned unless it is evident that the

rights of their child are being infringed upon in a way that would clearly harm its

existence. At this point, the state may step in to protect the child's interests. Until

then, it is the parents who must live with the infant and bear the burdens of its being

handicapped. Raymond Duff and A.G.M. Campbell point out that even good

parents can make bad decisions; however, they still place great faith in the parental

ability to judge competently during a crisis.

...If families regardless of background are heard

sympathetically and at length and are given

information and answers to their questions in

words they understand, the problems of their

children as well as the expected benefits and limits

of any proposed care can be understood clearly in

practically all instances.86

Since the infant's famity must live with the consequences of the decision, the parents
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should have the final word, and the health care providers and society should merely

present guidelines for them.8? "Much latitude in decision making should be

expected and tolerated" due to the complexity of the situations.8s It seems to me that

such an attitude unfortunately makes the burden on the family, and not the

well-being of the patient, the principle factor influencing the decision.

The court option of governmental intervention can also protect the

well-being of the infant. Unfortunately, it fails to provide a desirable alternative,

and should only be used as a last resort. In addition to being time-consuming, the

courts are far too removed from the personal experiences of the family. Their

rulings must also be very rigid since they must govern the public, so the decisions

made in one case must be generalized to apply to all future cases. This denies the

individuality of each situation which, in reality, may differ greatly from any other.

As a result, few dramatic gains are made at the expense of many individuals who are

unjustly inflicted with much suffering.sg

The series of "Baby Doe" events which took place between 1974 and 1985

explicitly demonstrates that strict governmental regulations on the actions permitted

in NICU's do more harm then good in protecting the patient's best interest. Rigid

laws and President Reagan's establishment of the "Baby Doe" hotline required

citizens to "squeal" when it was believed that an infant was not being given optimal,

aggtessive care. Any citizen could use the hotline to notify a "Baby Doe" squad

about "abuse" cases where infants were being denied treatment. The squad would

immediately investigate the circumstance behind the reported case. This was set up

to ensure that all infants are given the chance for primary care and are not

discriminated against because of a handicap. Unfortunately, it only caused

dissention within medical teams, and staff members became apprehensive, finding it

difficult to trust each other. As a result, the final "Baby Doe" ruling which came in
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1985 made the guídelines less restrictive by using more neutral language so as to

leave its interpretation to physicians. This shifted the focus of the decision making

from the government back to medical professionals.9O Courts, however, may be

useful in making the final decision when much dissention is experienced by the

parties, physicians and families, involved in the "Infant Doe" crisis.

Hospital ethics review committees, composed of medical and legal

professionals, parents of an affected child or a close worker with the handicapped, a

lay community representative, a hospital adminisrator, and a philosopher, provide

the final alternative for a decision making party. Such a team would represent the

moral positions and feelings from many sectors of society and hopefully yield a

more objective, well-rounded, and just resolution to the problem. Guidelines for

such committees are provided by the Department of Health and Human Services.9l

Ethics committees do have their drawbacks, however. The fragmentation and

sharing of the responsibility for an infant's well-being may affect the rationale of the

advisors, none of whom feels fully responsible for the infant. A consensus may be

very difficult to reach due to possible differences in the strengths of the personalities

involved. The amount of time it would take for the committee to reach a consensus

and scheduling the meetings so that everyone is in attendence may prove to be

difficult tasks as well.

While any one of the above options cannot single-handedly solve the

problem, a combination of them may constitute an adequate solution. I believe the

final decision should be left to the parents because of their personal involvement,

although this exact involvement can be an obstacle in itself. Hopefully, their love

for the infant will guide them in their attempt to discover what is best for their child.

To assure the most informed and objective decision possible, an ethics committee

should be required to advise the parents in their difficult task. The physician should
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also be allowed to give advice by speaking at committee meetings. If the physician

and the committee decide contrary to the parents position and feel strongly that the

parents are not acting in the best interest of the child, then the case should be taken to

court. The responsibility of "deciding to forego life-sustaining treatment" needs to

be shared, but the parents' decision should be respected unless they prove to be

incompetent or irresponsible, or fail to act in what is obviously the best interest of

the infant.

Adolescent mothers, due to their stage in cognitive development, are

primary candidates for being included in this category of incompetent, irresponsible

parents who fail to recognize the best interest of their child. Our previous discussion

of theories in adolescent psychological development concluded that early

adolescents, in general, are incompetent to make medical decisions as a proxy for

their infant. Young adolescents are striving to develop a sense of identity, and they

are insecure about being intimately involved with other individuals. They desire

independence, yet they are unable to handle the responsibility. These minors are

narcissistic and incorrectly believe themselves to be continually judged by others.

They have a false sense of security in their own abilities, for they are unable to

assess the consequences of their actions. They also have a difficult time bridging the

ideal and real worlds.

How, then, can a minor make an appropriate decision by herself when it

comes to the welfare of her infant? She cannot. Although emotions may interfere

with an adult parent's ability to think rationally about her infant's medical situation,

she may still be able to recognize her temporary state of incompetence for what it is

and deal with the problem accordingly. The adolescent mother, on the other hand, is

blinded to her infant's well-being by her own narcissism and emotional traumas. As

a result, she remains incapable of viewing the situation objectively. Because a minor
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wilt be overly confident in her ability to evaluate the situation, she is incompetent.

Our discussion of adolescent competency concluded that competency is

situation dependent and requires intelligence, rationality, knowledge, and an ability

to interpret information. Competency is also a function of age and experience. The

average adult has lived longer and experienced more in life than a young adolescent.

Experience helps an individual to become wiser and better able to access

information, perceive available options, think rationally, and develop decision

making skills. Naturally, there will be minors who, because of a rough life, have

acquired more practical experience and knowledge about the world than the average

adult. One must not forget, however, that these cases are exceptions to the rule and

can be handled individually. Overall, an adult is better prepared to make medical

decisions as a proxy for their infant than an adolescent.

The children's rights activists asserting the "self-determination" positive

rights position would argue that a minor should be allowed to make medical

decisions because she can learn from her mistakes, and being able to have some

control over her life will make her a more responsible person in the long run. This

argument is absurd. V/hile the benefits of a chance to learn from one's mistakes

remains questionable, it is ridiculous, not to mention wrong, to permit a minor to

make mistakes at the expense of another's life!

We must limit a minor's autonomy when it involves her deciding the

medical future of her infant. The infant has human rights which must be respected

as well, and it is society's duty to see that these rights are upheld by the mother.

Maturity and competency are traits which gradually develop as a result of time and

experience. A minor has yet to develop these characteristcs to the extent that most

adults have, so most minors are neither as competent nor as mature as most adults.

Although I believe the parents of "Babies Doe" should have the final word in
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determining the best interest of their infant, I do not believe a parent who is a minor

should be allowed to do the same. In the latter situation, both the ethics committee

and the physician should have more power in determining the infant's future. In any

case, it is the infant's best interest which must be kept in focus at all times.

The difference between an adolescent and an adult is analogous to the

difference between Sally and an adolescent. An adolescent has lived longer and

gained more experience than a five-year-old. An adolescent is also more rational,

more intelligent, and better able to foresee the consequences of her actions. Of

course, there will be some five-year-olds who are very mature and competent, but

once again, this is the exception to the rule! I believe it safe to say that no one would

argue to give Sally complete power to determine the medical future of her child. It

follows, then, that an adolescent should be denied full power of determination as

well.

Our investigation of the psychological development of the child, the

competency of minors, and the rights of minors and society's duty to them supports

the position that an early adolescent mother is incompetent to make medical decisions

as a proxy for her infant. Unfortunately, the situation is not as clearly defined in the

real-world practice of medicine. Now that we have come to a theoretical position

about the emancipated minor doctrine, we will take a look at what actual takes place

in the N.I.C.U.'s where the law is "enforced." What follows are the results of

interviews I had with some health care providers.
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Actual Viewpoints From the Medical Statr

"Interviews conducted for a study of the treatment of critically ill" infants

have indicated that many physicians are "unable to give any reason" as to their

inability "to comply with a parentâl request to withdraw life-sustaining treatment."g2

Evidently, physicians and other medical staff members of various hospitals have

often failed to think through their moral and ethical positions on such cases. As a

result, it can only be expected that medical personnel will not be able to provide

parents with the advice and counseling essential in making the final decision

regarding treatment for their child. Diana Crane notes that of the physicians she

interviewed who would treat anencephalics, "few of them could offer an explicit

rationale [as to why]. In general, it appeared that those who would teat such a child

did so because the idea of withdrawing therapy was simply unthinkable. Very few

doctors seemed to have given such matters enough consideration to have worked out

a philosphical position toward them."93 It is unfortunate, but some decisions are

even made by default due to a lack of communication and failure to reach a

conclusion as to what to or not to do.94 Crane has also discovered that "consultation

with the family is used in part as a method of insuring that they will accept the

decision and not take legal action against the physician later. It is not considered

appropriate for the family to make the final decision."9s

Personal investigation of the attitudes in the NICU has yielded a wide range

of views regarding minors making medical decisions involving their newborns.

Some medical personnel felt that this was not a problem at all. The "worry" over

emancipated minors making "good" decisions for the welfare of their infants simply
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does not arise. The mothers usually decide in accord with the physician, either

independently or after some persuasive discussion with the grandmother. If the

minor stubbornly insists on a position contrary to that of the medical staff, the

physician requests legal intervention and temporary custody of the infant is given to

either a grandparent, the state, or another candidate.96

One physician encourages the mother to act like a responsible parent, and if

the minor fails to "act responsibly", that is, if she fails to agxee with the physician

and make the "right" decision, he asks the infant's grandparents to intervene. If the

mother fails to act like a "mature minor," the physician may disregard her opinions.

According to this physician, "most parents make the 'right' decision, but they àon't

always follow through."g7 Many of the persons I interviewed acknowledged that

adolescent mothers are more easily convinced or "won over" than adult mothers. As

a result, they say the issue being discussed is not an issue at all!98

This is precisely the point which I am trying to make. If it is truly believed

that a problem does not exist because minors tend to agree with their physicians,

who, then, is actually making the decisions? It cannot be true that a problem only

exists when the opinion of the patient opposes that of the physician. This would

imply that a patient's competency is only questioned if she disagrees with her

doctor. Essentially, what I see happening is a subtle transfer of the true decision

making potever to the physician. If the adolescent mother agrees with the medical

position, then her judgement is not questioned. If she opposes it, however, the

courts may step in and side with the physician. In either case, the physicians, not

the mothers, make the decision. The emancipated minor law is then hypocritical. It

does not and cannot guarantee the power of decision to the mother because it is not

enforced! Essentially, talking with the young mother is little more than an exercise.

As previously stated, I do not believe that the physician alone should
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possess the complete power to make decisions regarding the initiation or

continuation of life-sustaining treatment for newborns in "Baby Doe" cases when ttre

parents are adults; my position remains the same when the mother is a minor. If the

above view is universally held by the medical staff, the physician has complete

power over the situation. The mother's desires are disregarded unless they agree

with the physician, and the best-interest of the infant may not be protected. The

physician may believe that every medical case should be treated aggressively with

extraordinary medical care even if the treatment is experimental and causes great

suffering.

Another opinion the medical personnel I interviewed commonly expressed

is that a problem exists, but the law adequately handles it. Chaplain Clyde R.

Shallenberger, director of the Chaplaincy Service at Johns Hopkins Hospital,

believes that the law appropriately addresses the issue, since all the other alternatives

are less acceptable. The physician is a bad candidate because of a conflict of

interests with the patient. Medical "ability does not imply ethical rightness."99 The

benefit to the patient, in this case the infant, is of utmost importance. If a court order

is requested, the physician will be asked if the action or inaction being requested is

best for the infant. Obviously, an affirmative response is given, and permission is

granted to take the custody of the infant temporarily away from its biological mother.

In general, the courts will agree with the physician. Shallenberger continues by

pointing out that if the infant's grandparents are to make the decision, a conflict of

interests may appear once again. The mother may have been estranged from the

family after her pregnancy, and the grandparents may find the infant's death to be a

simple and permanent solution to their problem.lOO

'Whoever makes the decision must be responsible for its consequences.

Obviously the physician and the courts will not be held responsible for the infant
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after it leaves the hospital; institutions would be notified to take care of "misjudged"

cases where the child ends up in a permanently vegetative state. Shallenberger

believes that the mother would be the only candidate \üho could take responsibility

for her actions. If she decides she no longer wants the child, she has the option to

put it up for adoption. Otherwise, she must raise it and look after its best interests.

He asserts ttris position on the grounds that adequate counseling is available for the

mother when she is making her decision.l0l

Because Johns Hopkins Hospital is a public hospital mainly serving a

low-income population, Shallenberger concedes that most adolescent mothers are

deprived children and have a need to possess something of their very own. This

feeling is projected onto the infant, making it something that the mother can control

and no one can take away. Often, the mother is not mature enough to raise the

infant, and that responsibility is transferred to the grandmother.lO2

Schallenberger's argument supporting the emancipated minor law asserts

that the minor should make the decision due to a lack of better alternatives. He

suggests that the minor be counselled and left with the decision since she alone must

accept and face the consequences ofher actions. This is not in the best interest of

the infant. If the mother is not responsible enough to raise the infant, how can she

make a reasonable decision for its welfare? In addition, the counselling provided

could put the power back in the hands of the physician if the minor were easily

persuaded. This confirms that the emancipated minor law is purely symbolic in

granting the adolescent mother autonomous rights involving her child. A lack of

better alternatives should never be the reason deciding what is right or what is best.

This reasoning would allow problems to be solved by default. Instead of passively

accepting that there is no better alternative, we must strive to create one.

If it is accepted that an inconsistency does exist, how and by whom can a
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solution be found? One physician's assistant thinks that the best interest of the child

must be upheld in all cases; someone must represent the infant's rights. The issue at

hand is not a question of competency or the rights of an emancipated minor. It

solely concerns the welfare of an infant and a decision which would identify the

mode of action or inaction which would be most beneficial to the infant.l03 A

representative of the Spina Bifida Association, who is also the mother of a

handicapped individual, agrees with this position. She also believes that an

adolescent mother is emotionally immature and very self-centered. A teenage

mother, due to her stage in development and limited experience, would need much

more counselling and support than an older, ma:ried couple. As a result, she is

incompetent to decide as a proxy for the care of her child. This does not imply,

however, that the mother should be excluded from the decision making process. A

good proxy must be emotionally detached from the situation and disregard any

personal investments which may exist. The proxy must think only of the infant, and

an adolescent would not be capable of doing ¡¡it.104

A possible solution forwarded by physician's assistant Pam Donohue lies in

finding the mother's support network. This network will greatly influence the

quality of the infant's life. According to Donohue, young mothers without a sfong

support system are difficult to help, since they have nothing to fall back upon.

Realistically, an adolescent cannot raise an infant by herself. She needs to

experience a time when she can be independent and only responsible for herself. An

adolescent has too many needs to fulfill before she can make the sacrifices necessary

for being a good parent. There have been trisomy 13 and 18 cases in the Hopkins

NICU in which the parents insisted upon an all out effort to save the infant;

however, they failed to come in daily and witness the fiaumas the child was

continually forced to endure. If the mother had been a minor, Donohue notes, cases
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of this sort would not have been tolerated for as long as they were since "the minor

[mother] is easy to manipul¿¡s.'tl05 Donohue acknowledges that if the mother

appeats to be mature and responsible, the medical team will do anything possible to

assist the mother with her baby. Again, it all depends on the extent and strength of

her support network.lo6

Dr. Janet Hardy, director of the Children and Youth Program of the Johns

Hopkins Hospital, expands on the concept of a support network. She believes the

decision of health care for the infant should ideally be made within a family context

between the mother, the grandparents, and the medical care providers. The mother

needs to be fully informed about the options, consequences, and prognosis. The

decision should be based on an assessment of the infant's condition, the mother's

maturity, and the family's support network. Hardy believes that physicians should

have input in the decision, but in no way should it be entirely left to them. From her

experience, "adolescents are at sea when many options are available with no

guidance as to which is best."107 They need and often prefer their advisors to be

more directive in their recommendations. This seemingly relieves the mother of any

responsibility for the decision. The ability to make good decisions is a product of

the type of guidance provided and the amount of information disclott¿.Io8

Naturally, this holds true for adults as well.

Dr. Henry Seidel of Hopkins' Pediatric Department, stresses the importance

of not making generaLizations about the manner in which to regard patients. He

believes that every medical case is unique, and the medical team must assess the

maturity level of the mother on an individual basis. According to Seidel, there is no

significant disparity in the competency of adolescent and adult parents. Naturally,

he would approach an adolescent differently than an adult, but he would approach
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each adolescent differently than other adolescents as we11.109

Seidel believes that this is the main problem with the "Baby Doe" situation.

Instead of making sweeping generalizations as to how one should approach a

specific case, the physician should simply treat each case individually. The medical

care provider must try to understand the patient with whom s/he is working

regardless of the patient's age. If the patient can learn by struggling through the

problem, then the physician should not intervene if at all possible. Constructive

advice should be given without a paternalistic attitude. A mother, whether an

adolescent or a middle-aged woman, is human and in need of compassion and

supporlll0 Therefore, "the physician cannot dispense his or her responsibility [by]

retreat[ing] behind a legal barrier."lll A support group must be identified or

established for the mother in her time of need. Seidel argues for an appropriate

setting in which to carry out consultation, but he would do this for every one of his

patients since "age does not imply wisdom."ll2 Seidel's position is convincing, but

once again, if specific principles are not defined, his position is merely a disguise for

leaving the physician with total power for making the decision.

Phoebe Rostov, the social worker for Hopkins'NICU, also believes in the

individuality of cases. She believes there are more factors involved than simply age

and the developmental stage of the mother. The emancipated minor's emotional

stability, her ability to understand, accept, and assess the situation, her physical

condition, her religious belief, and the role and meaning the infant will have in her

life are all factors which Rostov believes should be considered before leaving the

decision to the mother as is required by law. Another gauge of the mother's

competence can be demonsffated by the manner in which she is able to handle other

aspects of her life, such as budgeting money, in which important, responsible
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decisions must be made as we11.113

In general, Rostov believes that an accurate assessment of the patient's

sense of judgement is required. Every individual, not just the minors, must be

screened for maturity and competency. It is of utmost importance that a mother be

well-informed, continually updated on the health of her baby, and given the most

amount of time possible to think about her decision without harming the infant.

Rostov has found that most adolescent mothers are very attached to and concerned

about their babies. She concludes that every case must be handled individually; no

generalizations can be made, and the emancipated minor must be respected. As a

result, the law serves well its pu{pose since the mother is the best candidate for

making the decision because there are no other viable options.l14

The opinions represented above stress the importance of a support network

for the mother. They identify a key issue which will be expanded upon in the next

section. Although very respectable and important on the surface, Seidel's and

Rostov's concern for handling each case individually is ill-founded. A general rule

must be developed in order to organize a cohesive approach to handling different

types of cases. V/ithout such reasoning, there would be no standard against which

to base the objectivity and quality of care. Of course medical cases should be

handled on an individual basis, but the reduction of every medical decision to an

act-utilitarian type of reasoning would not prove fruitful. This is because the type of

care and advice a patient would recieve may end up depending entirely on the

philosophy of the physician on call at the time!

Naturally, there will be minors who are more competent and mature than

some adults just as there will be some insecure, irresponsible adults who are less fit

to be good parents than some adolescents. Again, these cases are the exception to

the rule, and a broader principle from which to approach the situation should account
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for them as well. It should not be that the existence of such exceptions must destroy

or prevent the formation of the general precepts which assist us in dealing with the

well-being of these infants.

Another approach to addressing this issue is that of autonomy. Pediarician

Larry Wissow believes that no one at any age has an unquestioned, unlimited right

to make a decision as a proxy for another individual. The difference between an

adolescent and an adult mother in their roles as medical decision-makers can be

found in the amount of supervision each one receives. It cannot be denied,

however, that both do require guidance and supervision. The amount of autonomy

granted or, more appropriately, respected differs between patients, and no one is

recognized as completely autonomous. In granting autonomy to teenage mothers,

'Wissow considers her rationality and her social support network.lls

The law is ambiguous as to the role of the infant's grandparents, for they

are not always absolved of all responsibility for their daughter and grandchild.ll6

"The minor has the authority [to make the decision] but not total autonomy."ll7 It 's

easy to override the minor's rights since it is usually the physician who challenges

them. "The doctor's opinion, when unbiased by his own values, represents a

considered opinion based on the facts of what one might do, an interpretation of

these facts, and a certainty of them."118 Therefore, to successfully disagree with the

physician in court proves to be a difficult task to achieve. The challenger must prove

why her decision is more reasonably grounded than that of the physician, whose

knowledge of the subject is much broader, who has more experience with the

situation, and who may have a more objective view of the entire issue! Wissow

believes that on a theoretical level, emancipated minors making life-threatening

decisions for their infants is an issue that must be addressed. In practice, however,

the issue does not arise since the physician has so much power and can easily
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ovemile the minor's rights.lle

Dr. Alain Joffe recognizes varying degrees of competency and their effect

on the autonomy of a particular individual. Like Gaylin, Joffe asserts that

competency is not an all or none concept. A mother may be reasonable in deciding

whether or not to have her infant circumcised but completely incompetent when it

comes to decisions involving life and death. A minor may be deemed competent and

reasonable but according to what standard? If she agrees with the physician, she is

considered competent although she may not be competent to make the conscious

choice to agree in the first place. Competency is only questioned when the patient

disagrees with the medical opinion. The adolescent's reasons for disagreeing must

be understood. Whether her opinion is influenced by religion, parents, friends, or

rebellion, the source must be identified. Only then can we completely understand

herrationale, and only then is it possible to üry and convince her she is making a bad

decision. Minors are more prone to misconceptions than adults. They may not

really understand the situation or all of the available options. Adolescents are

essentially "less sophisticated" than their adult counterparts. Joffe's experience,

however, has also shown him that the natural, maternal bond has an incredible

impact on the minor. It makes her want only what is best for her baby, and as a

result, she acts unselfishly.l2o

Joffe agrees with Norman Fost, a pediatrician at the University of

'Wisconsin, who has written on medical ethics. Fost believes that a sound decision

can only be made by viewing the circumstances as an ideal ethical observer would.

This fictitious observer has "access to all relevant facts, [an] ability to vividly

imagine the feelings of everyone involved, a dispassionate attitude, [and the ability

tol reduc[e] conflicts of interest land be] consisten[t].tt121 ¡r.¡rions made with the

help of an ideal observer would entirely disregard the age of the mother. He knows
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that knowledgeable people who competently work with adolescents must be present

to advise and counsel the mother.l22

Such diverse opinions among physicians would most obviously produce

incongruent medical advice. This seems to be acceptable in the medical world, and

explains the rationale behind patients desiring more than one opinion for a diagnosis.

On the other hand, differing opinions among patients is viewed as incompetence.

There exists a nofin, taking the physician's advice, to which patients are expected to

conform. If a patient fails to do so, she is either unreasonable or incompetent.

Since patients have come to accept incongruous opinions from physicians, it seems

logical that physicians should accept the same from patients.

Differences in opinion may stem from environmental and social sources.

An adolescent mother has many social factors influencing her decision making in

addition to the medical advice given to her in the hospital. Let us now look at some

of these factors.
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The Rote of Other Social Factors

The Family Planning Perspectives reported in July of 1972 that adolescent

pregnancies have an increased risk for stillborn babies. In comparison to mothers in

their twenties, teenage mothers have higher incidences of babies that are premature,

have serious mental and physical handicaps, or expire shortly after birth.123 It is a

statistical fact that teenage pregnancies are more prone to birth defects than their adult

counterparts. What is more difficult to measure, however, is the degree of mental

anguish experienced by the adult parents of critically ill newborîs as opposed to the

adolescent ones. If there is a difference, how does it affect the rationality of mothers

in both age groups?

Catherine C. Lewis of Duke University performed a study comparing the

pregnancy decisions of minors and adults regarding abortion. It may be beneficial

for us to use her information as an analogy to the ability of mothers within this age

group to make decisions involving their children. After interviewing 44 unmarried

subjects between the ages of 13 years-one month and25 years-six months, Lewis

concluded that the majority of the minors she interviewed were aware of the

legalities behind abortion and pregnancy.ru

With respect to the resources pregnant adolescents consulted for advice,

Lewis' conclusions did not coincide with the results of previous research. Prior to

[æwis'project, research indicated that the resources to which a minor would turn for

advice differed with age. Lewis, however, was unable to discern any age-related

correlations in the number or type of sources consulted. There was no significant

age-dependent difference in an adolescent's tendency to consult her peers, parents,
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relatives, or boyfriend. Professional consultation, however, occurred much more

frequently in adult subjects. The reasons the older subjects gave for seeing a

professional counselor demonstrated a desire for a more objective point of view to

help them make their decision about terminating the pregnancy. Other findings have

also supported that an increase in age parallels an increased appreciation for the value

of objective advice in making an important decision.125

The adults interviewed were more prone to take into account their ability to

raise a child in making their decision. In contrast, minors worried over the physical

aspects of their baby, the possibility for deformity, and the effects their decision

would have on family members. "Minors may perceive their own decisions as

determined by external forces, not by their own abilities."l26 When the subjects

were asked hypothetical questions about how having a child would alter their

personal lives and the type of advice they would give to others in similar situations,

there were no age-dependent differences in the responses. Lewis believes this

sufficiently supports the theory that younger mothers are just as rational and

competent as older ones.127

I find it interesting that Lewis can make such a conclusion when she fails to

look at all of her information. The mere fact that adolescent mothers are more

concerned with the physical appearance of their child reveals the same narcissistic

stage of psychological development previously discussed. The fact that adolescent

mothers are heavily influenced by their parents indicates that they are not

autonomous beings. They are preoccupied with the manner in which others will

perceive their baby. It seems to me that these adolescent mothers are not thinking

about what is in the best interest of their infant at all. Instead, they are worried about

their babies looking abnormal. In short, these young mothers are egocentric; they

are acting selfishly when it comes to the welfare of their baby.
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Lewis' account also showed that adult mothers recognize the importance of

an objective opinion. Because they are able to see how essential it is to think only in

the best interest of the infant and eliminate any potential personal biases, the adult

subjects have achieved a higher level of competence than the adolescent mothers.

The older subjects also evaluated their own abilities to be a good parent. They are

not as preoccupied about appearances and the opinions of others, and as a result,

they are more autonomous. This reinforces my conclusion that the adult mothers are

better able to place the infant's welfare and needs above their own. The infant

becomes a priority. I do not believe that the adult mothers care more about their

child than the adolescent mothers do. It is just that the adults are able to identify

with their infant as a separate subject, whereas the minors see the infant as an object

in relation to themselves.

Although Lewis' work pertains to abortion decisions, the reasoning

processes both groups exhibit will most likely be the same if they were asked to

make the medical decisions as a proxy for their critically ill newborn. Therefore,

adolescent mothers are definitely incompetent to make such decisions on their o'wn.

The role which the minor expects to play as a mother and the preconceptions

she has of the place the baby will fill in her life is crucial in determining the

relationship they will experience. Research on adolescent mothers and their infants

has demonstrated that, in general, their relationship is very poor.l28 This is mostly

due to the mother's having unrealistic expectations of a newborn as being a doll or a

toy, a possession instead of an individual. There is also competition with the

grandmother to take care of the baby.129

Susan Wise and Frances Grossman tested five hypotheses in an attempt to

explain the behavior and attitude of adolescent mothers toward their infants. They

studied a gtoup of 30 mothers and their newborns through periodic interviews and
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observations and found that minors assumed greaterresponsibility in caring for their

child, were less depressed, and felt more positive about their own pregnancy and

their infant than was generally expected.l30 The ability of these adolescents to adapt

to motherhood was not related to their degree of independence from their family

prior to the pregnancy; norwas there a correlation between better mother-child

relationships if the mother were more comfortable with her female identity.l3l

There was no evident effect of stronger relationships with peers on the mother

child-bond. A more committed relationship with the father, however, resulted in

more efficient planning and increased emotional involvement in the pregnancy.l32

A positive correlation was found between a sronger sense of selfworth and

the minor's ability to adapt to motherhood. Realistic expectations from the mother

produced greater emotional investment in the infant.l33 There was more interaction

between mother and child if the babies had nicer dispositions and better motor

control. Healthier infants received on the average more attention from their mothers

than infants with physical disabilities. As a result, the mothers of healthy,

well-behaved infants were better able to adjust to their new role.134

The study concluded that minors, in general, find it easier to adjust to and

accept their pregnancy if they have a strong sense of self-esteem and are able to

integrate what they leam and achieve as a mother into their own identity. A possible

explanation for stronger mother-infant relationships with healthier babies is that they

are more responsive and the mothers feel more comfortable with them since they are

physically normal.l35 The study also reveals that teenage mothers are more

sensitive to physical alertness in their infants as opposed to auditory, visual, or

mental awareness. This agrees with other studies of similar situations and is

demonstrated by mothers responding more to their infants if they exhibit greater
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motor maturity or even initability than if they are simply very alert.136

If we can assume that the strength of the parent-child relationship reflects

the adolescent's maternal ability and that this ability, in turnn correlates with a

mother's ability to assess what is best for her infant, then it follows that a good

mother-child relationship would imply maternal competence in deciding what is in

the best interest of her child. A responsible mother must be mature and able to

separate her own needs from the needs of her infant. As we have already noted, the

emancipated minor law was created to provide the independent and financially

self-sufficient minor with increased autonomy in making decisions. Therefore, an

emancipated minor usually has some degree of independence from her family. This

independence, as the above research supports, has no effect on the adolescent's

ability to make informed consent decisions for her infant since it does not affect the

adolescent's ease in adapting to motherhood. Consequently, it does not affect the

mother-child relationship and the minor's maternal ability.

It is understandable that having the infant's father around to help make

important decisions eases the young mother's acceptance of her infant.

Unfortunately, it is not always the case that the father will be present to lend his

support. As a result, we must look to other factors which might show that a minor

can be a competent decision-maker and parent.

Wiss and Grossman demonstrated that a strong sense of self-worth and

realistic expectations of motherhood positively influenced the adolescent's ease in

accepting her new role. A strong sense of self-worth comes from maturity and

autonomy. The abitity to think abstractly and realistically requires some degreee of

competency and formal operational thought. These are all traits which we have

already concluded to be desirable in a parent and proxy for the critically ill newborn.

Once again, research has uncovered the egocentric, narcissistic attitude of
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adolescents. The mothers interviewed had better relationships with their child if it

was a healthy baby. As we have come to expect, physical appearance seems to be a

major concern of young mothers. These adolescents are so preoccupied by it that

they are unable to appreciate the less obvious but equally important sensory and

mental developments in their infant's responses. If an adolescent mother is unable

to accept and overcome the physical deformities in her infant, she most definitely

cannot be allowed to single-handedly make the medical decisions for its welfare. I

admit that adults must overcome the same obstacle, but I have faith that an average

adult would have matured enough not to think only of physical appearances.

IVhen the infant's best interest is of highest priority, the question of

adoption or finding an appropriate guardian must be addressed. When an adolescent

mother chooses to keep her baby, however, what can be done to assure a safe home

with a responsible parent for the infant? Are the grandparents completely absolved

of all responsibility because the minor is both the legal and biological parent?

Richard A. Ratner, in an analysis of a child abandonment case in which the

mother was an unwed minor, does not think so. Adolescence is a period of

metamorphosis, both physical and psychological, into which one enters as a child

and emerges as an adult. It begins "with puberty and ends when the individual's

independence from his parents has attained a reasonable degree of psychological

congnrence.ttl3T pu¡n"t asserts that all criminal responsibility of child abandonment

or neglect should not fall on the shoulders of the adolescent mother if she has not yet

attained reasonable independence from the influence of her parents. Otherwise, we

would be:

punishing the arm for the crime of the person. If
the degree of individual responsibility should be

related to the level of individuation a person has

achieved, then it follows that we must attempt to
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assess in each individual adolescent the level of

identity formation or individuation that he/she has

achieved as part of our overall evaluation for

criminal responsibility. No two adolescents,

matched for age, social class, or other variables,

are necessarily at the same point in this

process.l3S

The state can only hold an individual fully responsibile for any criminal

actions she may have committed if she is autonomous and able to control her actions

and determine her intentions.

If someone's pathology is still part and parcel of a

family system of pathology, if someone's ego is

still subsumed to some degree by the ego of a

significant parental figure, and if someone is

acting out the projected desires or impulses of
another dominant person, should all the

responsibility for the crime fall upon the

adolescent âctor?139

Ratner examined a case in which "Cathy," a l9-year-old unwed mother abandoned

her newborn son in July of 1983. This resulted in criminal charges of child abuse,

assault, intent to murder, and attempted murder. The infant was discovered in a

trash can wrapped inside a paper bag across from the apartment in which Cathy

1iro"¿.140

After interviewing the subject and researching her personal history, Ratner

acknowledged Cathy's ambivalent attitude toward her family. She was desperate for

support and attention and needed to develop a sense of self-worth. Cathy often

resorted to behaving in a masochistic manner in order to receive this attention, but

she continually resented those who exercised control over her 1¡t.141

The abandoned infant was Cathy's second child. Her mother, who was
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forced to marry Cathy's father because she became pregnant out of wedlock, kicked

Cathy out of the house when she was informed of her daughter's first pregnancy.

After she delivered her first child, Cathy went to live with her boyfriend's family.

During this time, Cathy conceived a second time. konically, neither her boyfriend's

parents, with whom she lived, nor her own mother and stepfather, whom she saw

on a regular basis, acknowledged Cathy's second pregnancy! Feeling isolated and

robbed of emotional support, Cathy delivered her second child in her own bed,

placed the placenta in the closet, and washed the sheets.142

In a legal sense, Cathy was the only one guilty of criminal offenses; but it is

evident to Ratner that the adults, who saw Cathy everyday for the duration of her

pregnancy, were equally guilty. By ignoring the evidence of Cathy's pregnancy,

members of her family "support" network were essentially telling Cathy that she

should not be pregnant. They were not going to acknowledge it, and, consequently,

Cathy's denial of her own pregnancy culminated in her literally disposing the

evidence in a trash can.l43 "In a word, Cathy was a pafiicipant in a virtual group

delusion in which the reality of her growing fetus was denied."l4

Had Cathy not been involved with such irresponsible, selfish, and immature

adults, she might well have behaved differently than she ultimately did. Granted,

Cathy had psychological weaknesses, but they alone, without reinforcement from

her family, would not have resulted in Cathy deserting her infant. Cathy should not

have to bear all the consequences of her actions; she should not be held morally

responsible for her acts because they would not have happened had it not been for

her "support" network. Cathy is in need of constructive guidance and support, not

punishment.l45

This case is a classic example for demonstrating that competency is not

age-dependent. Cathy is a l9-year-old legal adult! Her psychological maturity,
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however, seems to be caught somewhere between early and middle adolescence.

She cannot foresee the consequences of her actions; therefore, she is unable to

engage in formal operational thought. Cathy desires independence and resents

authority. Consequently, she may commit masochistic acts in an attempt to test the

disciplinary boundaries which adult figures may have set. She may be irresponsible

in her sexual activity and intentionally avoid using contraception for the same

reasons. Cattry is still rebelling and trying to develop a sense of autonomy.

Although her age categorizes her as a late adolescent, Cathy's psychological

maturity is far from reaching that stage. Cathy does not see herself in relation to

society or the future. Instead, she identifies herself through the dominant adult

figures in her life. Again, psychological maturity, responsibility, and competency

cannot be defined through age. They are also functions of environmental

circumstances and experience.

It is evident that Cathy, although a legal adult, must not be permitted to

make an independent decision regarding possible treatment for her newborn. She

cannot see what is best for her child because she has the mentality of a young

adolescent. A minor who is incapable of making a good decision regarding her

infant's physical health cannot be expected to be a responsible parent. If the minor

decides to live with her parents after the birth of the baby, the infant's grandparents,

as the adult representatives in the household, must share the responsibility for

maintaining the infant's best interest. Cathy's case nicely shows that the

grandparents are not absolved of all responsibility toward the infant if both the

adolescent and the infant are living at home. If this is the case and the infant's

mother and her grandparents have a stable relationship, it logically follows that the

grandparents should be able to give some input when determining the type of

medical care the infant should receive.
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Cathy's case illustrates the importance of a support network for the

adolescent mother. A support network influences the decisions an adolescent

mother makes and the way she copes with the conseqeunces of those decisions. It

follows, then, that the "the role of the grandmother in adolescent pregnancy and

parenting" is a very important one.146

Throughout the United States, there has been an increasing trend of teenage

mothers opting not to put their infants up for adoption. ln 1972,85 percent of these

mothers kept their babies when only a decade before many of these unwed

adolescents would have placed their babies up for adoption.l4T It was later reported

that 18 percent of the first illegitimate children born to whites were given up for

adoption; only two percent of the black infants were.l48

A young mother and her immediate family need continued medical,

educational, emotional, and social support as they take on the task of rearing the

newest addition to the family. Only recently has a mother's family joined her and

her professional advisor in confronting the ensuing difficulties of pregnancy and

childrearing. There has also been increased participation from the father and his

family. Family members, especially the infant's maternal grandmother, are the

mother's primary source of support. She will have to depend on them in order to

raise her child successfully. Therefore, it is important that the medical team

thoroughly research the relationship of the adolescent and her mother in order to

identify the stability of her support system. The suength and mere existence of this

network will greatly influence the infant's life. There will be cases, however, in

which the grandmother is deceased or lives far away or the relationship is so poor

that any endeavor to bring them together would be futile. In such cases, it may be

beneficial to find a substitute "mother figure" for the teenager, possibly an aunt,

sister, or grandmother, to provide the support and attention which will be necessary
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after the professional worker has completed her job.lag

Guilt, shame, and anger are generally the initial reactions when parents are

first informed about their teenage daughter's pregnancy. They also worry about the

added economic burdens and the social disgrace which usually accompany such a

situation. Both the adolescent and her mother must make many adjustments. They

must accept the reality of the pregnancy, define the role the infant will play in their

lives, and embrace the new roles which they must take in order to support the

infant.ls0 After the infant's birth, the young mothers are compelled to clearly

establish their own roles as a mother before they share the experience with the

infant's grandmother. This need may be manifested in many ways. Some teenagers

want to be dependent and thrive on the wisdom of their own mothers for guidance

and support. Others want to be independent; they want to do things by themselves

and are threatened by their own mother's offer to assist. They interpret the gesture

as an atttempt to take the baby away.151

The grandmother often proves to be the stronghold of the family. She must

support her daughter, who continues to develop as an adolescent and an

inexperienced mother. The infant's life is tremendously affected by its grandmother.

At times, she will be the infant's only source of affection. \Vhen the mother wants

to be with her child, however, the gtandmother must step out of the scene so as not

to interfere or make her daughter feel threatened. The mother-infant bonds formed

will be srronger if the mother believes she is significantly contributing to her baby's

welfare. Eventually, she will not feel as threatened by the presence of the infant's

grandmother, and the grandmother can gradually transfer responsibility to her

daughter as the latter becomes better suited to raise the infant.l52 "Understanding

the concerns and problems of the mother of the pregnant adolescent and providing

her with the supports that såe needs in order to guide her daughter toward
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motherhood can often be the key to a healthy mother-child relationship bet'ween the

adolescent mother and her in¡un¡."153

Cathy's case showed us the degree of influence a support network has on

the mother and ultimately the tife of her infant. The most important figure in this

network has been identified as the infant's grandmother. Often, the men in the

family, bottr the adolescent's father and the infant's father, will not be around to help

the adolescent through her pregnancy and accept her motherhood. Therefore, the

mother-daughter bonds between the infant's grandmother and mother become

strengthened by the crisis. It is essential, then, that the grandmother be included in

the discussion over the infant's medical future if the mother-daughter relationship

has not deteriorated beyond repair. What I am proposing is not an interrogation of

the mother's family life. It is actually looking out for the best interest of the baby

after it leaves the hospital.
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Conclusion and Guidelines

'We have now evaluated the psychological development of the child, the

competency of minors, the rights of minors and society's duty toward them, and the

other social factors which may influence an adolescent mother's behavior. In

addition, we looked at various alternatives for suitable proxy decision-makers in the

case of "Baby Doe," and we analyzed the opinions of members of a medical team

regarding the emancipated minor doctrine.

V/e found the average early adolescent's psychology to be lacking the

characteristics preferred for a proxy medical decision-maker. Adolescents are

egocentric and incompetent. They do not always act rationally, and they lack the

experience which usually comes with age. The average adolescent is unable to

interpret information properly and is still trapped in a concrete operational mode. As

a result, minors have difficulty imagining the possible consequences of their actions

prior to engaging in them. These typical characteristics of early adolescence give

minors a distorted perception of society and their relation to it. Consequently, they

possess a very bad sense of judgement; their judgement is limited by their

irrationality.

Compared to most adults, adolescents are not competent. A concept of

variable competency must be used when evaluating the competency of an adolescent.

Competency is case and situation dependent. The amount of competency to be

granted for an adolescent to accept treatment for her infant may differ from the

amount granted for her to refuse it. In any case, the infant's well-being must the

goal of everyone involved in the decision making process.
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Autonomy is not a right which a benevolent adult bestows upon a minor.

Autonomy, the amount of respect one individual has for the competency of another,

must be gradually embraced as the adolescent becomes mature enough to handle the

responsibility. Children need role models to follow. They need protection and

shelter initially so that they can safely test the boundaries and consequences of their

actions.

With respect to the welfare of the critically ill infants bome to adolescent

mothers, a different sense of autonomy must be acknowledged. These infants are

potential autonomous beings with human rights which must be respected. They

must not be harmed or caused to suffer. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to

isolate, during the decision making process, what is objectively in the infant's best

interest.

In our situation with very young mothers, who is to determine what is

objectively best for the baby? The physician, the mother, the grandparents, the

courts, and the hospital ethics committees have all been deemed unsuitable for

various reasons. Together, however, they stand a better chance of coming to a solid

and just conclusion which would protect the infant's welfare. Communication,

advice, and mutual respect are the essential elements for a successful endeavor. All

of the adults involved in the consultation prior to agreeing on the final decision must

listen and be sensitive to the desires of the mother. This is the one benefit that can

be gained from a properly enforced emancipated minor doctrine. The minor may

have something worthwhile to say, and the adults involved must not be so

paternalistic as to ignore all of her thoughts. By listening intently to the adolescent's

point of view and the reasons she uses to support it, one can easily evaluate her

competency and, thereby, identify the mature, responsible, and competent mothers

who are the exceptions to the rule.
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In an attempt to assure that every adolescent mother is taken seriously and

provided every opportunity to understand the medical complications which victimize

her baby, I propose the following. I propose that ethics committees be made

available to advise and support the mother. More importantly, I propose that a

liaison be provided to simplify communications between the mother and her adult

supervisors. The liaison must respect and work well with adolescents. He or she

would clarify for the mother anything that was discussed in the meetings between

the ethics committee, the grandparents, and the physician which she was unable to

understand completely. The liaison would essentially be a neutral confidant and

friend whom the mother could trust. It would also be the liaison's responsibility to

understand the adolescent's mode of reasoning and accurately present it to the

adults. He or she must also strive to identify the major sphere of influence in the

minor's life. This may be religion, parents, friends, or a plethora of other things.

As Dr. Joffe pointed out, only after we thoroughly understand the young mother's

rationale can we begin to move toward a mutual agleement regarding featment for

the infant.

The emancipated minor law is a farce. It is not enforced because, in

practice, the physicians are too paternalistic even to consider the mother's point of

view. They only acknowledge that she has an opinion if she sfrongly disagrees with

them and refuses to sign the consent papers. It is at this time that she suddenly

becomes incompetent! Even if physicians did abide by the law, the adolescent's

position is so easily overruled in court that her right as an emancipated minor is

reduced to a mere token.

If the doctrine were properly enforced, more complications would arise.

As previously proven, an early adolescent mother is incompetent to make the

medical decisions in the best interest of her infant. Therefore, it would be
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disasterous to oblige her every desire when it came to her baby's medical treatment.

I believe my proposals may help alleviate some of the problems inherent in the

emancipated minor doctrine. I hope that they will encourage a re-evaluation of the

law and force society to see what is actually taking place with respect to it.

Returning to our little friend Sally, we are reminded that she is an

emancipated minor as a result of her pregnancy. Five-year-old Sally is obviously

incompetent. Adolescent mothers are undergoing a metamorphosis which they enter

as a child, like Sally, and emerge an autonomous adult. Therefore, adolescents are

caught somewhere between childhood and adulthood. V/e must tread carefully

during this period of transition; \rye must be sensitive to the opinions of the

adolescent mothers and, at the same time, be aware of their general incompetence.
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